RIVER IN THE
CLASSROOM
Creative Workshops
With

Gordon MacLellan
(Creeping Toad, Artist, Storyteller)

& Steve Brown
(Musician, Composer, Educator)
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Introduction

‘To add extra depth to the rivers of your pupil’s imagination,
ripples in the pools of their creativity
and leaping fish in their language… read on….’

Ribble Rivers Trust (RRT) brings ‘River in the Classroom’ to schools throughout the Ribble catchment. Based
on an initiative first developed by JetSet and the Environment Agency ‘River in the classroom’ enables
Teachers and Students to follow the development of brown trout from eggs, to alevin, to fry in the school
environment and then release them into their local river.
Hatching trout in the classroom is a hands-on activity suitable for all abilities it captures the children’s
imaginations and helps connect them to wildlife management issues problems and possibilities for solutions.
This project can facilitate learning across the curriculum. It is also an activity that will encourage interest in
and ownership of the children’s local environment.
Steve Brown comes to the project as a musician while Gordon (better known as Creeping Toad) brings skills
as a storyteller poet and visual artist. In the following workshops with your class, Steve and Gordon offer an
additional set of inspirations drawing on the experience of raising your Trout and the background work you
are doing on rivers and watery environments.
The collection of worksheets presented here describe a range of educational activities that have been
demonstrated to significantly increase the opportunities for engagement and enjoyment of ‘River in the
classroom’. They have been designed with the intention to help develop literacy skills which was one of the
key priorities identified by local teachers during teacher training events held in Burnley.
For more information please contact:

Ribble Rivers Trust
c/o Hanson Cement
Ribblesdale Works
Clitheroe
Lancashire
BB7 4QF
 01200 44 44 52
admin@ribbletrust.com
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Gordon MacLellan
CREEPING TOAD
51-d West Rd
Buxton
SK17 6HQ

Steve Brown
31 Green Lane
Longridge
Lancashire
PR3 3RB

 07791 096 857
creepingtoad@btinternet.com
http://creepingtoad.blogspot.com/
www.creepingtoad.org.uk

 07816 379 875
brownlow81@hotmail.com
www.thisisstevebrown.com

Practical arrangements for the workshops
The following workshops are designed to take a half-day, offering your pupils the chance to explore their
experience of being Trout guardians through song, poetry and visual art.
Some activities may suit your classes/groups more than others and you may have other ideas to do as well
it will be good if these activities can complement and work alongside any activities you are planning to do
on the hatching so please feel free to discuss combinations of activities as well as other suggestions.
DBS checks: Both Steve and Gordon have Enhanced CRB and Public Liability Insurance (£5million).
Arrival: we aim to be at school 30 - 45 minutes before our session is meant to start.
Organising the session: if it is possible, we have found it better to split the class into 2 groups and work in
different spaces (can you find a second room to work in?). With this in mind, we'd start as a whole class for
10 or 15 minutes, divide into two, swapping groups over half way through the session. If there is time, we
like to get back together for a final 10 minutes to share something of the work we have all done.
Music and materials: we will bring most of what we need with us except for:
Gordon: classroom scissors and glue are helpful (card, paper, pens, etc. all come with me)
Steve: if your school has a musical instrument trolley or cupboard, access to that for extra percussion is
very helpful - if you haven't got any such supplies, it would be helpful to know that as well!
Photographs: we try (and often do not quite manage) to take pictures of work as we go. It is a requirement
of the funding that some photographs are taken as a record of the activity. With your permission photos
may be used on the Ribble Rivers Trust and our own websites. Please let us know if there is anyone who
should not be photographed at all and for others if it is acceptable to take pictures of children in action or if
"hands and backs of heads" is the acceptable form.
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Outline of activities
i) Riversongs and a folded river


Stories, poems and visual arts with Gordon: we will look at the trout's lifecycle as an adventure
story: creating short poems to capture moments of trout-drama. Each child will make their own
pop-up to capture their own watery ideas: our trout, their habitat, the dangers of life under water.
These pop-ups can either stand alone or join together to make one long river that will unfold across
a table-top or right across a classroom floor. (The Wild Animal option is also possible with this
workshop see below).



Music, song writing with Steve: Write a Number 1 hit! Drawing from the students' experiences of
the project, Steve will work with staff and pupils to develop lyrics and music in a hugely
entertaining session. Students will learn practically about musical structures, writing structures,
rhyming words and how music affects our emotions. All classes will end the session with a recorded
version of their song. Song writing in your class will never be the same again!

ii) Soundscapes and rivers of words


Stories, poems and visual arts with Gordon: we will work on ideas and images of rivers, a sense of
anticipation and life and promise contained in the eggs hidden in the gravel of a clean riverbed,
value of clean water. All these ideas will give us short sharp word patterns and tiny stories, and
then longer rhythmic poems playing with words and the sounds of lines to give us “the voice of the
river and the promise of the trout” or “that's what I think” while we start with these themes, a lot
of the final direction of ideas and work will come from the children themselves. (The Wild Animal
option is also possible with this workshop).



Soundscape with Steve: Using the life cycle of a fish as a starting point, we will work alongside staff
and students to create a piece of music that incorporates graphic scores and cover key elements of
the music curriculum (such as dynamics, tempo, pitch and duration). Along the journey participants
will have the opportunity to explore vocal sounds, body percussion, interesting approaches to
instrument playing and even using everyday objects in the classroom to compose a fish themed
masterpiece! Many of the techniques in Steve's sessions can be used again by staff in other areas of
the curriculum and Steve is happy to discuss these ideas during the day.

iii) Wild Animal option: a "making" alternative: we could build rivers as card sculptures on people's heads:
choosing animals to make or habitats to recreate and if there is time, adding small hand puppet creatures
to creep through someone's weedy hair or to dart away from the fish on their head…
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The Music of Life!

RIC Worksheet 1

Setting the life cycle of a trout to music
Introduction
Using music is a fantastically immersive way to learn about the life cycle of a trout. It is memorable event
for the students and tends to aid the retention of ideas and concepts. This activity uses the life cycle itself
as a graphic score, explores instrumental playing, ensemble skills and introduces key musical words.
Moreover, this method can be adapted to explore other topics.
Leading a music session can be daunting if you don’t have a background in music. Don’t panic! You don’t
need to be “musical” to lead this session. If you are prepared to join in with the students on their musical
exploration you will reap the rewards.
You will need
A large variety of percussion instruments – the more the better! If you have melodic instruments (ones that
play tunes) that will help to make the piece more interesting but even the most limited instrument
cupboard will suffice for this activity. If you feel confident (and have the resources) you can expand your
ensemble to include strings, woodwind, brass.
Suggestions for instruments you could use are as follows:
Unpitched percussion

















Drums (hand drums, tamborines, djembes/African drums)
Ocean drums (a drum with ballbearings inside)
Rainmaker (a wooden or plastic tube with ballbearings inside)
Shakers, maracas, shaky eggs,
Jingle bells, jingle sticks, hand cymbals (two small cymbals tied together on a string)
Castanets
A pair of cymbals, sand blocks, tap-a-taps
Claves (wooden sticks)
Triangle
Agogo bells/cow bells
Wooden agogos or guiros (scrapers)
Boomwhackers (brightly coloured plastic tubes)
Cabassa (strings of moveable metal beads) or shekere (a gourd with beads knitted around it)
Vibraslap
Soundhose (tube you spin around to produce a sound)
Plenty of beaters!

Pitched percussion





Hand bells
Chime bars
Glockenspiels
Xylophones
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Getting Started
Sit the students in a circle with the instruments in the centre.
Firstly, hand out the instruments and let the students explore them. This tends to make a lot of noise! Stop
them after a few minutes and ask them to then try playing piano (quietly) instead of forte (loud). Then ask
the students to try playing the instruments in different, unconventional ways. Obviously make sure that
they still treat the instruments with respect when they are doing this.
Put all the instruments back in the centre again.
Discuss each stage of the life cycle one at a time. Ask students what instruments would best describe that
stage and why. Try out different instruments and musical ideas until something fits. Choose an individual or
a small group to play that stage.
Remember, this activity is about allowing students the opportunity to express themselves through playing
instruments. It doesn’t have to be a professional performance, what they need is your encouragement and
enthusiasm.
Below is a basic template of the life cycle stages with musical suggestions you could try.
Alternatively, do it your own way!

Life Cycle
Stage

Image

Musical Suggestions

1. Mature trout
deposit eggs
in gravel nests
called redds

Create the sound of trout
moving the gravel. Use
shakers or maracas to
give the sound of the
gravel. Add rhythm…

2. Eggs hatch
in a few
months and
are called
alevins

Use chime bars to play the
sound of the eggs
hatching. Using any sharp
() chimes together always
sounds nice. Try using this
rhythm…

Maybe add triangles or
little hand cymbals?
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3. Alevins
remain in the
gravel, living
off the yolk
sac.

At this point they alevins
are hiding from predators.
Maybe they are scared?
Play the sound of them
shaking using
tambourines, jingle sticks
or jingle bells. Add a
vibraslap if you have one!

4. When yolk
sac is gone,
the fry emerge
from the
gravel.

As the fry emerge they
head upwards towards the
light. Use pitch to describe
this journey either with
voices (low to high notes),
glockenspiels or
xylophones.

5. Fry reach
fingerling size
(about 3
inches) after
several
weeks,
depending
upon water
temp and food

As the fish get bigger they
become bolder. Use
louder instruments such
as drums or cymbals to
convey this new found
confidence. Play the
rhythm whilst chanting
“We are fing-er-lings”.
Repeat 4 times.

6. Fingerlings
grow into
mature adults

Mature adults start to
swim in deeper water. Use
ocean drums, rainsticks
and other shakers to
describe the swells and
eddies of the river.

7. WATCH
OUT FOR
PREDATORS!

As a pike approaches ask
all students to play their
instruments together.
Piano (quiet) at first
building up to forte (loud).
Maybe you could create
your own simple repeated
rhythm that also increases
in tempo (speed).
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A River of Words

RIC Worksheet 2

Poems and picture rippling across a classroom floor
Introduction
This activity creates performance poems that capture the changing
pace and energy of the waters where our young trout will live and
the dangers and wonders of their world.
During the half day workshop we often have to work quickly and this
activity reflects that. If you can work at a more sedate pace, you
might prefer to adapt these ideas to suit your own circumstance.

Writing your river
For a class or a river group you will need:
Set of river pictures, scrap paper, pencils, big sheets of drawing paper
(A2 or A1), oil pastels, permanent pens (write best in, over and
around the pastel) or similar thin but bold felt pens.
River pictures: we work with a set of printed, laminated photos (we
use a wide range of photos as well as magazines and internet
pictures) that run from the source down to the sea, taking in rapids,
shallow streams, deep pools, waterfalls, weirs, bridges, stepping
stones, flooded fields, meanders, estuaries. The same set includes
separate pictures of stages of the trout life cycle from eggs to adult.
1. Planning the river: in groups of between 8 - 12 children, take a
set of river pictures and lay them out to create a river. Throw in
questions to keep everyone thinking. Let the group argue their
way through it themselves. Encourage them to use their existing
knowledge. Add the trout at what seems to be appropriate places
for the various stages of the life cycle.

…Falling fast
Racing round rocks,
Dangerously dashing down,
Slowly slowing down,
While little fish swim in
weeds and shadows,
Safe from otters and
children with nets
Deep, wide cold
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2. Review: as a whole
company: do we all more or
less agree about the form
of our new river?
3. First words: invite smaller groups of 2 or 3 children to take on
board different sections of the river - try to make sure most of the
length and major features are covered without too many repeats.
Using the pictures, and their own ideas, scribble on scrap paper:
words, phrases describing the river at that place: speed, depth,
banks, nature of the current.
a.
Expand the descriptions: look for words or
phrases that capture the feel of the river (Rapids: rushing, racing,
thrashing, crashing, dashing on the rocks) - go for rhythm more

than rhyme.
b. Add simile and metaphor: think about the river
as… an animal, a sort of weather ( a sunny day of a
pool, a storm of a waterfall), even as something
from home… a sheet being shaken. Pin descriptions
down.

Waterfall drags the river,

c. Speak them out loud: look for where to shuffle
words and what could be repeated.

Rushing

d. Add dangerous bits?

Racing

4. Drawing the river: usually as we write, we draw as well and on
the big paper start drawing the river feature we are describing.
Pastels are good here: use them edge on for texture and a
sense of water-movement. Encourage stylised water patterns Celtic “flowing wave” patterns are useful or Japanese Hokusai
waves.

Over the edge,
And drops it,

Rapid,
Dashing
Smashing
Crashing,
Water under the rocks!
Smashing,
Gnashing,
Mashing,
Bashing,
Water over the rocks.

Raging rushing rapids,
Free as birds,
Fast as wolves,
Fierce as lions,
Wild as wind,
Horrific as humans,
Drowningly dangerous,
Chaotic currents,
Untamed land,
Monster released!
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Lashing water into
Go for size: encourage
drawings to flow like
our river.

showers of spray!...

Pictures could overlap or at least try to pass the water on
from one picture to the next.
Use permanent pens to write the words of your river poem in
and around the drawing.

5. Performing the river: to finish, lay your river pictures out
across the floor and admire them! Then experiment with
speaking the words: play with voices: in groups, as rounds,
single voices (river source?), everyone (crashing waterfall).
Enjoy the language.

6. Other poems: You may well be doing individual poetry activities within the River project. Our River of
Words is definitely a group process building a whole class poem. Individual poems might fit into the
longer sequence. Haiku and Tanka have been incorporated in some classes. Fib Poems might be a good
model for the growth of our fish?

Fib poems
Based on the Fibonnacci sequence: the mathematical rhythm
that is found throughout nature, a Fib poem counts syllables
0

(silence: the breath that begins the poem?)

1

one

1

tail

2

twitches

3

and a fish

5

is born wriggling *

8

and a world of water and weeds

13

welcomes the alevin into delight and danger

* you can argue for yourselves if wriggling is 2 or 3 syllables!
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The Rhythm Of The Trout!

RIC Worksheet 3

Creating musical rhythms with fish words
Introduction
This is a great way to introduce rhythm through chanting words and clapping syllables. The activity can be
mastered within 1 hour but it benefits from repetition as it strengthens rhythmic ability and understanding.
Once the students have mastered clapping and chanting correctly to the rhythm, encourage them to try on
percussion instruments. This activity can be adapted to fit other topics such as minibeasts (using the words
SLUG, SPIDER, CATERPILLAR) or transport (CAR, TRACTOR, HELICOPTER).

Beginnings – you will need
For a class of 30 print out:





10 x EGGS rhythm sheets
10 x ALEVIN rhythm sheets
10 x SWIMMING FISHES rhythm sheets
A variety of instruments (ideally hand drums, tambourines or claves)

Getting started – whole class activity





Start with the EGGS rhythm worksheet.
Say the word “EGGS” and clap (once) at the same time.
Ask the class to do this together.
The teacher should count to 4 to ensure everyone says the word and claps at the same time.

Like this:

1 2 3 4 “EGGS”
CLAP


Now try chanting the word 4 times whilst clapping each syllable. Remember to count to 4
beforehand.
Slow tempo (one clap per beat)
1
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2

3

“EGGS

EGGS

EGGS

CLAP

CLAP

CLAP

4

EGGS”
CLAP



When you have mastered this, try chanting the word “ALEVIN” whilst clapping each syllable.

Faster tempo. Twice as fast as EGGS (2 claps per beat)
1

and

2

and

3

and

4

and

“ALE- VIN ALE- VIN ALE- VIN ALE- VIN”
CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP



Now try chanting “SWIMMING FISHES” whilst clapping each syllable.

Fast tempo. Twice as fast as ALEVIN (4 claps per beat)
1

e

and

“SWIM-MING FISH-ES

a

2

e

and

SWIM-MING FISH-ES

a

3

e

and

a

SWIM-MING FISH-ES

4

e

and

a

SWIM-MING FISH-ES”

CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP CLAP

Smaller group activity







Split the class into groups of 4 or 5.
Hand out the worksheets = one per student.
NB Ensure each group has a mixture of EGGS, ALEVIN and SWIMMING FISHES sheets.
Ask your students to arrange their sheets in a line and to clap (and chant) their rhythmic
compositions.
Try mixing up the words and rhythms to create your own rhythmic patterns.
Keep it simple at first and then get trickier as you get better.
Below are a few examples to get you started…

Once confident with clapping the rhythms hand out instruments and ask the students to play the rhythm
together as a group whilst chanting the words.
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Example 1
1

2

EGGS

3

EGGS

and

4

ALE- VIN

e

and

a

SWIM-MING FISH-ES

Example 2

1

and

2

ALE- VIN

and

3

ALE- VIN

e

and

a

4

SWIM-MING FISH-ES

EGGS

Example 3

1

e

and

a

SWIM-MING FISH-ES

2

e

and

a

SWIM-MING FISH-ES

3 and

4

ALE- VIN

EGGS

Next Steps…






Have a go at making a huge rhythm using all 30 sheets spread across the floor of the classroom.
Challenge students to play the rhythm on an instrument and chant the whole thing!
When you are confident to deliver this activity, try doing the same thing but with pitched
percussion such as glockenspiels or chime bars. Students can then compose their own fish
themed rhythmic melodies!
Ask students to create their own rhythm sheets using words to different topics that use 1, 2 or 4
syllables.
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EGGS

Crotchet = One beat
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ALEVIN

Quavers = Half beats

1
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and

SWIMMING
FISHES

Semi - quavers = Quarter beats

1
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e

and

a

A Folded River

RIC Worksheet 4

Introduction
A workshop for playing with ideas, images and words. Working with
individual ideas and designs and putting them together unites them
to unfold a river with spectacle across a floor or along a tabletop.
The folded river grows out of individual longitudinal pop-ups. They
are quite straight forward to make and with practice each pop-up
can grow, adding layers of “movement” to the finished piece.
As the river develops, it may be possible to add words along the
ripples and eddies on the artwork. Have a look at the “River of
Words” worksheet for suggestions.

Unfolding your river
For each pop-up you will need: 1 piece of A3 card cut in half along its
length, scissors, PVA glue, glue spreader, pencil, coloured pencils or
felt pens, some scraps of coloured paper, scrap writing paper.
Teacher input and juicy extras: a cutting board and craft knife could
be useful (adult use only?); gel, fine liner or gold and silver pens
(maybe), glitter and metallic papers.
To join individual pop-ups together to make the final river: wide tape
(3 - 5 cm): either clear sticky tape or masking tape.

Getting started
Start by gathering ideas related to the different stages of the trout life
cycle, the places in the river where they live, their friends, their food,
their enemies. You may like to use a selection of ‘River Pictures’ as
described in the “River of Words” worksheet.
1. Sketching and scribbling: work on a design on scrap paper. Think
about the fold: the pop-up will stand sideways and might fold in the
middle of off-centre. Draw a long rectangle on your paper, add a line
for your fold. Start planning patterns of water and river bed. Think
about where fish and other 3-D elements might go. Should the upper
side stay straight or will you cut it into a watery horizon? There might
even be a tree or a fisherman standing above the main pop-up
2. First building: Use one of your A3 pieces and fold it as in your plan.
Run your finger firmly along the fold to sharpen it. Cut a strip off the
other piece of card, maybe 3 cm wide and 15 - 20cm long. (Fold this see the photograph.) Glue onto the main card. This bracket will be the first and main movement of your
card. There should be room above or below it on the fold to add another, smaller bracket. When glueing,
aim to make box shapes: keep looking for right angles. With practice, you can shoot brackets off at all
angles and get a very different pop-up but we’ll keep it simple here.
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3. Background: Now, working around the drying
brackets, add a background. You might be able to lay
the card down and gently open it flat. Pastels are good
here. Go for a sense of the place. Patterns and shapes,
ripples, waves and movement all work well rather than
trying to do a realistic drawing. Add words: running
along the ripples perhaps or maybe wrapped around a
stone. Closing the card and working patterns that
ripple right across the front and back of an off-centre
fold can look very dynamic.
4. Main movement character: Now, who is the main
character of this pop-up? Draw this on the extra card.
Take time to make this look good: metallic and gel
pens for spots and the shimmer of a trout’s scales are
good. Cut it out and carefully stick it onto the front
panel of the bracket. Look at the angle of attachment:
the character might appear above the top of the card.
The character might need some support while you are
waiting for the glue to dry
5. Weeds, stones and extra bits: If you have added
extra brackets, you might like some weed (ragged
strips of green paper?), a pile of stones, a heron’s head
and beak darting down
6. Linking the river up: When everything is dry, if you
want to join the folds together, line them up in order
(make sure they all face the same way - unless you
want them face and back along the line!) and use wide
tape to join the ends of the pop-ups together. Leave a
mm or two between the cards for an easier close.
Gently fold the river up, then (with suitable musical
accompaniment?) stand the folded river on its edge and
unfold across your classroom floor
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Play the Trout!

RIC Worksheet 5

Introduction
This activity introduces the idea of melody. A melody is a succession of different pitches or notes to make a
tune. By putting 4 different coloured fishes in a particular order students will essentially be composing a 4
note melody. Students can then change the order of the fish to alter the melody.
The hook can be used later to introduce playing accented notes (a note that is played louder than the
others). If you don’t have chime bars, maybe you could try using different instruments.

Beginnings
You will need



28 chime bars (with beaters)
Photocopy the fish and hook template provided using 4 different types of coloured card.
You should end up with:
14
white fish
14
blue fish
14
green fish
14
orange fish
14
hooks

Getting Started
Split the class into 7 groups of 4 (or 5)





Hand out the following to each group:
2
white fish
2
blue fish
2
green fish
2
orange fish
Ask the students to cut out their fish and one of the hooks.
Discard the rest of the hooks.

Demonstrate the Activity






Put 4 chime bars on a table
Place a different coloured fish under each chime
Place the remaining 4 fish on the table next
to the chimes in this order:
Blue, Orange White, Green (see picture 1).

Picture 1
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Play the chimes in the order they are laid out:
Blue, Orange, White, Green (see picture 2).

Picture 2




Put the fish in a different order (see picture 3).
Play the chimes in the new order to create a different
melody.
Ask children to try this in their groups. Maybe ask
one of the children to be in charge of pointing at the
fish to be played.

Developing the Activity
Demonstrate the following…


Put the hook on one of the fish (see picture 4).



Whenever the “hooked” fish is played, play it louder

Picture 3

than the others (an accented note).


Try adding other objects on top of the other Fish
(dice, Lego etc) and allocate other musical challenges
(eg Lego = play quietly).



Write numbers in pencil on the fish and ask students
to play the corresponding chime that number of
times.



Have a go at adding more coloured cards and more
chimes to make a more exciting melody.



Try adding rhythm to the melodies.

Picture 4
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Fish and hook template for ‘Play the trout’ activity:
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